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Abstract—The aggregate capacity of wireless mesh networks
can be improved significantly by equipping each node with
multiple interfaces and by using multiple channels in order to
reduce the effect of interference. Since the number of available
channels is limited, it is desired to allocate and reallocate channels
on-demand. In this paper, a Cluster Channel Assignment (CCA)
approach is proposed, to maximize the aggregate throughput
by exploiting spatial reuse and local dynamic switching of the
channels. A clustering approach is employed in order to maximize
the network capacity while minimizing the interference and
taking advantage of the possibility of reuse of channels among
clusters.

Index Terms—Channel Assignment, Clustering, Load Balanc-
ing, QoS and Wireless Mesh Networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, wireless mesh networks (WMNs) are in the fo-

cus of academia and industry research. The reason is that

WMNs have several interesting characteristics, such as self-

organization, self-configuration, reliable services and Internet

connectivity. WMNs consist of mesh-routers and mobile-

clients nodes. A mesh-router is used to route the data to

Internet connection and as well as an access point to the

mobile-client nodes. To further improve the flexibility of mesh

networking, a mesh-router (node) is equipped with multiple

Wireless Network Interfaces (WNIC) built on either the same

or different wireless access technologies. Today, the usage

of multimedia applications and Internet connection is rapidly

rising. The most important requirements for these applications

are quality of service (QoS). To support high traffic load,

we generally add more bandwidth by setting up additional

channels. The interfering wireless links would then be able

to operate on different channels enabling multiple parallel

transmissions with a minimum interference.

The goal of channel assignment approaches is to allocate

the available channels to network interfaces of nodes in a way

that satisfies load balance and provides reasonable services to

the users, i.e., the available bandwidth of the virtual wireless

links should be proportional to the expected load, while taking

into account ensuring network connectivity, and minimizing

the overall interferences. To reduce the complexity of channel

assignment, we have employed a clustering strategy. In fact

clustering provides an effective way to allocate and reuse the

wireless channels among different clusters.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II,

related work is discussed. In Section III, we present our

contribution. Subsequently, in Section IV we describe the

network model and introduce the terminology used throughout

this paper. Section V presents our approach CCA in detail.

Section VI evaluates the performance of CCA. Finally, Sec-

tion VII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Bahl et al. [1] propose the dynamic switching of channels in

such a way that the neighbors meet periodically on a common

channel to communicate. The advantage of the approach is

that it neither requires the modification of the MAC pro-

tocol nor multiple network interfaces. The drawback is the

synchronization of the nodes, which is difficult to achieve.

So et al. [2] propose that the nodes which have packets

to transmit negotiate with the destination who sends in a

specific time window. This approach assumes also that all

nodes are synchronized. Wu et al. [3] suggest to divide the

overall bandwidth in n + 1 channels, one channel for control

information and the other n to transmit data packets.

There are also approaches which assume multiple interfaces

per node. Shin et al. [4] show that optimal channel assignment

is NP-hard, and propose to assign as many distinct channels as

possible to a node to improve the performance while satisfying

the constraints of limited NICs and available channels. The

channel selection to particular network interfaces is done

randomly.

Raniwala et al. [5] propose a distributed channel assignment

joined with routing. They represent a WMN as multiple

spanning trees, and assume that a node can join multiple

spanning trees to distribute the load among the trees. In

their channel assignment approach nodes positioned higher

in the tree hierarchy get a higher priority, since they are

connected to the Internet. The nodes lower positioned in the

tree hierarchy get lower priority in choosing channels and that

may result in discriminating these nodes which can affect their

communication performance negatively.

Ko et al. [6] propose a distributed channel assignment

algorithm where each node can choose greedily a channel

that minimizes its local objective function depending only on

local information. Every node selects a channel that minimizes

the sum of interference cost within its interference range. The
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advantage of their approach is that channel assignment can be

achieved based on local information among nodes. However,

they don’t consider the number of interface cards per node and

they don’t deal with interface violation constraint mentioned

earlier.

Another two approaches for channel assignment that are

close to our presented approach are Tabu-based [7] and

CLICA-SCE [8]. Subramanian et al. [7] designed a centralized

Tabu-based algorithm and a Distributed Greedy algorithm.

Both algorithms assign channels to communication links with

the objective of minimizing network interference. Tabu-based

algorithm consists of two phases. The first phase tries to find

a good solution with minimum interference. However, this

solution may violate interface constraint which is handled in

the second phase. Furthermore, Tabu-based does not work well

when the number of radio interfaces is limited.

Marina et al. [8] propose a polynomial-time heuristic algo-

rithm (CLICA) for assigning channels to nodes radios. The

algorithm assigns each node a given priority; and depending

on this priority, the coloring decision is taken. Starting from

the node with the highest priority, the algorithm tries to color

all uncolored incident links from this node.

III. CONTRIBUTIONS

The main goal of channel assignment approaches is to

allocate the available channels to network interfaces of nodes

in a way that maximizes the average throughput, i.e., the

available bandwidth of the virtual wireless links should be

proportional to the expected load. To achieve this goal some

requirements have to be fulfilled:

• Ensure network connectivity: The wireless mesh network

must not be split due to channel assignment. This can

happen, if a node does not share a common channel with

any of its neighbors.

• Minimize the overall interferences: The interference gen-

erated by neighboring nodes (1-hop, 2-hop etc.) should

be minimized to decrease the packet loss probability and

improve thereby the overall performance of the network.

• Adaptive to the traffic load: The channel allocation has

to be on-demand and based on the load of nodes.

In order to reach these objectives, a clustering strategy has

been deployed. The purpose of clustering is to minimize the

complexity of channel assignment into small local problems

that are easier to handle. It permits us also to reuse channels

among clusters in order to effectively utilize the bandwidth

and minimize the interference. Furthermore, the channel as-

signment in a cluster and in between clusters can be locally

controlled by the clusterhead.

IV. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM

FORMULATION

A. Network Model

The considered wireless mesh network (WMN) constitutes

a graph G(V,E, K), where V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} is the set

of nodes, K = {k1, k2, . . . , kc} the set of available channels,

and E = {(vi, uj , kr)|vi, uj ∈ V ∧ kr ∈ K} the set of virtual

wireless links between the nodes vi and its neighbors uj on

channel kr. For the sake of simplicity we will denote lai,j =
(vi, uj , a) ∈ E as the wireless link between node vi and uj

on channel a ∈ K. The set Li = {lai,j} describes all wireless

links of the node i.

A node vi with mvi
wireless network interfaces may

allocate up to mvi
different channels, if available. The set

of assigned channels to node vi is denoted as Kvi
=

{k1, k2, . . . , kn}, n ≤ mvi
. Furthermore, Na

v denotes the one

step neighbors of node vi on channel a and all neighbors

are given by Nv =
⋃

a∈Kv
Na

v . Based on the previous

terms, the channels of all neighbors of node vi are given by

KNv
=

⋃

u∈Nv
Ku.

B. Clustering

Our approach requires a clustering at the beginning, wherein

the router nodes are grouped into subsets of nearby nodes

C = {C1, C2, . . . , Cc}. We deploy the Highest Connectivity

Cluster (HCC) algorithm [9], where a node is elected as a

clusterhead (CH) if it is the most highly connected node

(having the highest number of neighbor nodes). It is also

possible to employ any clustering algorithm which realize a

uniform clustering and where the clusterhead is in the center

of the cluster.

C. Traffic Load Estimation

Additionally, the second phase of our approach requires the

information about the current load on a wireless link lav,u and

the quality of the link. The approach we deploy is based on the

packet loss probability. For that purpose, each mesh router vi

counts all sent packets s(lav,u, t) and acknowledgment packets

received r(lav,u, t) for the sent packets on the link lav,u, where

the channel is a, during a specified time interval t. The packet

loss probability on link lav,u from the point view of node vi is

given by:

P (loss on lav,u) = 1 −

(

r(lav,u, t)

s(lav,u, t)

)

(1)

There are many reasons for packet loss. These reasons in-

clude the high usage of the channel, hidden terminal problem,

and interference from nearby nodes.

The node vi shares the link information with its neighbors

uj as well as with a clusterhead. Notice, that all these

calculations are done locally on each node and only represent

the view of the network from the point of view of node vi,

since wireless links show strong asymmetry. Therefore, each

clusterhead gather all links information belonging to its cluster

to control the dynamic channel switching for on demand.

Furthermore a clusterhead can share these information with

neighbors clusterheads for the purpose of QoS routing and

load balancing.

V. CLUSTER CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT

The Cluster Channel Assignment consists of two stages.

In the first stage the clustering algorithm mentioned in Sec-

tion IV-B is applied to compute the clusters, see Figure 1(a).
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TABLE I
NOTATION

Symbol Definition

Ci Cluster i

CHi A cluster head of cluster i

K Set of available channels
KCi

Set of channels allocated to cluster i

NCi Set of neighbors cluster of cluster i

BCi
Set of border nodes of cluster i

v, u A node in the network
Nv Set of neighbors node of node v

mv The number of WNIC in v

kx A channel in K

Kv Set of assigned channels to node v

|Kv | The number of divers channels
allocated to the WNICs of node v

Subsequently, the available channels in the network are equally

distributed to the clusters in a way that two neighbored clusters

get disjoint sets of channels. In the case that the clustering

is not uniform, we distribute the available channels K to

neighbored clusters as follows:

|KCi
| =

{

∣

∣ni ·
K
n

∣

∣, if |K| > |NCi|

1, otherwise
(2)

KCi
⊂

{

K \ (K ∩ KNCi
), if |KNCi

| < |K|

min(KNCi
), otherwise

(3)

Equation 2 determines the number of channels |KCi
| that

can be assigned to cluster Ci. |KCi
| is proportional to the

number of nodes ni in cluster Ci where the number of

available channels |K| is higher than the number of neighbors

NCi otherwise each cluster is assigned only one channel.

Equation 3 determines the set of channels KCi
to be assigned

to cluster Ci. A cluster is marked as assigned when it gets

a set of channels. In the case of small number of available

channels, we reuse the least used channels from KNCi
which

are already assigned to some neighbor clusters. For example, if

Algorithm 1 Static CCA

Phase 1: Static CCA

1: Each cluster Ci

2: while node v in Ci do

3: {/* Allocate one channel from KCi
to all nodes in the

cluster Ci*/}
4: Given kx ∈ KCi

5: Assign channel kx to v

6: if v ∈ BCi
then

7: {/*If node v is a border node and has free WNIC,

then assign the channel of the neighbor cluster to

it*/}
8: if (|Kv| < mv) ∧ (∃j ∈ NCi) then

9: Given ky ∈ KNCi

10: Assign channel ky to v, Kv = (ky ∪ Kv)
11: end if

12: end if

13: end while

Algorithm 2 On demand CCA

Phase 2: On demand CCA

1: Each cluster-head CHi

2: if
(

(|Kv| < mv) ∧ (∃u ∈ Nv, |Ku| < mu)
)

then

3: {/*Both partners have an unused WNIC*/}
4: if (∃kx ∈ KCi

) then

5: {/*The cluster has a free channel*/}
6: Allocate channel kx to v and u

7: else

8: Send borrow-request to the neighbor cluster

NCi who offers kx = freechannel{KNCi
} ∨

min
load

{KCi
∪ KNCi

}

9: Allocate channel kx to v and u

10: end if

11: else if (|Kv| < mv) ∧ (6 ∃u ∈ Nv, |Ku| < mu) then

12: {/*Only router v has a free WNIC*/}
13: kx = min

load
{KNv

}

14: Allocate channel kx to v

15: else

16: {/*No unused WNICs are available*/}
17: ∃u ∈ Nv|kx = min

load
{Kv ∩ KNv

}

18: Send switch-request to v and u to use channel kx

19: end if

there are only 3 available channels |K| = 3 and NCi = 4, then

each cluster is assigned only one channel where each cluster

gets a disjoint channel. In this case, we can reuse the least

used channel from KNCi
and then assign it to the rest of the

neighbor clusters. This distribution of the channels is repeated

for all unassigned clusters in the network. We allow by this

distribution the other clusters to reuse the same channels as

those used by cluster Ci and its neighbors. Based on these

assumptions and using the terminology defined in Table I,

we describe our algorithm called Cluster Channel Assignment

(CCA) in detail as next.

The algorithm consists of two phases: Static phase and on-

demand phase. In the static phase, each clusterhead, using a

minimal set of the available channels for its cluster, makes

a first allocation of channels for its nodes In the second

phase, each clusterhead tries to detect the nodes having a

high load and tries then to assign them new channels. These

new channels would be taken from the still unused channels

of KCi
, but could be also borrowed from neighbor clusters

having enough free channels. In the following sections, we

describe in detail these both phases.

A. Static CCA

At the beginning, each clusterhead assigns a single common

channel to all nodes which belong to its cluster (Static CCA,

lines 3 to 6). We assume that each node has a distinct number

of WNICs and the common channel is allocated to one of

its WNICs, thus the nodes can communicate with each other

using the same channel. Lines 7 to 13 describe the case where

a node is a border node being in the range of neighboring
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clusters. For those border nodes a common channel is agreed to

allow an inter-cluster communication. These steps are repeated

for all clusters in the network until a stable configuration is

reached.

Based on that initial channel assignment, we assume that all

routers have a static connectivity matrix of the network. Based

on this matrix all routing within the wireless backbone is done.

For the routing, a router creates a set of link-disjoint paths to

its destinations. Initially, the shortest path is used. Regardless

of the channel switching, the routing is always valid, hence

there is no routing overhead incurred in a channel switch.

B. On-demand CCA

In this phase, the clusterhead tries to locally modify the

channel assignment to minimize the experienced loss rate

and thereby maximize the overall performance. After the

initialization of static phase, each router in each cluster pe-

riodically estimates the load of all its communication links

and records the probability of loss P (loss on lav,u) on all links

lv of router v. These information is send to the clusterhead

and neighboring nodes. There are two methods to exchange

the information of the link status and channel usage. Either

the router periodically sends out broadcast messages to its

neighbors or it sends this information on demand as soon as

one of its neighbors announces a channel switch. The first

solution is more reliable and saves the overhead of the data

collection prior to a channel switch but it creates a relatively

high network overhead. We chose the second possibility since

channel switches are not assumed to happen frequently. We

assume also that a clusterhead has an overview of the load

estimation and channel usage of the neighbor clusters, since

it can exchange these informations with its neighbors. If the

router v experiences a loss rate P (loss on lav,u) ≥ σ on

channel a, especially on a currently link lav,u, it proceeds to

the on demand phase.

Based on the connectivity matrix, the router calculates

all node disjoint paths to its destination. If it discovers an

additional unused path using neighbor x 6= u, it checks its

local assignment table to find the channel b so that lbv,x ∈ Lv .

If a 6= b the router simply activates the newly found path in

its routing table and starts using the multiple paths according

to the route selection algorithm (see Section V-C). If there are

additional paths but none of them uses a different channel,

then v send a CH REQUEST message to the clusterhead

CHi belong to it. The CH REQUEST message contains the

channels Kv currently used by router v and their loss values.

The message also indicates whether an unused WNIC is

available on v and the possible next hops Nv to its destination.

CHi checks whether a suitable u ∈ Nv has an unused

WNIC, then it looks for a free channel kx and compiles a

CH REPLY message to inform v and u. In case of no free

channel, CH BORROW message is compiled to request a free

channel from the neighbors clusterhead (NCi). After that, kx

is allocated for the link lv,u. In the worst case a available

channel with minimum load is commanded. Lines 1 to 10

describe the case in which the requester and at least one

neighbor have an unused WNIC available.

In case that a previously unused channel is selected and

assigned to the unused WNICs. If CHi experiences an average

loss rate P (loss on lav,u) ≥ σ of all links using the same

channel a within a cluster. Therefore, it looks for the active

nodes within a cluster, which currently using the same channel

a. lines 2 to 9, check whether one of them has an used WNIC.

Then, it will add the new channel to the suitable node. Thus,

will reduce the highly usage of channel a which reduces also

the heavy load occur in the requester node and improve the

performance.

If only the requester has a free WNIC (lines 11 to 14),

then the selected channel is the one with the lowest loss

probability within the neighborhood. The selected channel is

assigned to the unused WNIC at the requester. Probably the

most common case that no additional WNICs are available is

handled in lines 15-18. The set of available paths is constructed

as an intersection of the channels Kv and KNv
, meaning the

channels the router v and its neighbors use. From this set

the channel with the lowest loss probability is selected. The

construction of the channel selection algorithm guarantees that

existing network links are never invalidated.

After the algorithm has selected a suitable channel and

neighbor, it informs the neighbor of the channel to switch

using a CH SWITCH message and executes the channel

switch. It then awaits a CH ACK message from the neighbor

acknowledging the switch.

As a last step of the on-demand CCA phase the router

updates its routing tables. Since, it now has multiple paths

to its destination the router has to perform a route selection

algorithm. This is detailed in the following section. It has to

be mentioned, that the routing is source routing based on the

locally available connectivity matrix no network overhead is

generated by route searches or the activation of routes.

C. Route Selection

In our approach we considered two possible mechanisms

for the route selection: round robin and single path. Round

robin uses each of the multiple paths one after the other where

single path uses only one path to the destination. Directly after

a channel switch the newly created path is preferred. After

a certain damping time twait = 10s another path might be

chosen according to the loss rate of the first links, the path

length or any weighted combination of both. The waiting time

twait is introduced to prevent alternating channel assignments

and route changes.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We have performed simulations using ns-2 simulator [10]

to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach. To

illustrate the simulation we refer to Figure 1. The 50 nodes

routers are randomly placed in an area of 1000 × 1000m2.

The physical and MAC layers of ns-2 are set up to simulate

IEEE 802.11a with a maximum bit rate of 24Mbps and
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(a) Clustering (b) Static CCA

Fig. 1. Channel Assignment using clustering
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a transmission range of 250m. Each router has two radio

interfaces and 12 channels available.

To generate traffic loads, we use Constant Bit Rate (CBR)

sources, with a packet size of 1000 bytes. We run the simu-

lation for three different traffic models like in [7]:

• Single-hop traffic model: This model distributes traffic

equally in all communication links. It is used to evaluate

the performance when all links in the network carry the

same load.

• Multi-hop peer-to-peer traffic model: In this model, 25

randomly selected nodes are used as source nodes and the

remaining 25 are used as destination nodes. The nodes

communicate using multi-hop routes. The routes are

computed statically using the shortest path as the metric,

and don’t change for the lifetime of the simulation.

• Multi-hop gateway traffic model: In this model, 4 random

nodes are selected as gateways, and 25 nodes are selected

as source nodes. The source nodes send traffic to the

nearest gateway. Routes are determined as in previous

model. Multi-hop traffic model is a common model

when the mesh network is used for Internet gateway

connectivity.

To evaluate the performance of our approach compared with

other related work like Tabu [7] and CLICA [8] algorithms,

(a) Static CCA
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we used a metric called Saturation throughput. Saturation

throughput can be defined as the limit reached by the system

throughput as the offered load increases, and it represents the

maximum load that the system can carry in stable conditions

[11]. We obtain saturation throughput as follows. We run a

number of simulations starting with a low traffic. Then, we

continue increasing the traffic till the throughput reaches a

stable state, this means, the throughout will not change even

if we increase the traffic.

Figure 2 shows the saturation throughput for each algorithm

and for different traffic models. As it can be noticed from this

figure, our algorithm delivers very good results compared to

the other algorithms especially On-demand phase.

Additionally, to illustrate the two phases presented in our

approach, and to show the performance for both ’Static CCA’

and ’On-demand CCA’ phases respectively, we run the sim-

ulation for a different topology refer to Figure 3(a). The 20

nodes (routers) are randomly placed in an area of 600×600m2.

The physical and MAC layers of ns-2 are set up to simulate

IEEE 802.11b with a maximum bit rate of 11Mbps and a

transmission range of 250m. To generate traffic loads, we

randomly generate 5 constant bit rate (CBR) sources, with

a packet size of 1000 bytes. There are 4 channels available.
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The simulation duration is 300 seconds.

In the first step, we run the simulation for the static phase

in which each cluster uses a different set of channels and

assigns in a first phase the same channel to all links within

it. For example, channel 1 for cluster1, channel 2 for cluster

2 and so on. Figure 3(b) shows the packet loss of the links

in each cluster. This figure shows the bottleneck on Cluster 1
especially on link 2 → 12. Due to the high usage of channel

1 in cluster 1, the packet loss on this cluster is very high in

comparison to other clusters.

The second on-demand phase comes now in application.

In this phase, the clusterhead CH1 of cluster 1 detects the

heavy load on the router 2 and a high usage of channel 1 on

the whole cluster, therefore it allocates the unused channel 4

to that router. Figure 5 shows at t = 20s the effect of the

new allocation of channel 4 to node 2 on the whole aggregate

throughput. As effect, the aggregate throughput of all flows

get increased of about 30% approximately. At t = 60s, the

clusterhead CH3 detects a heavy load on router 10. Since all

channels have been already allocated, the clusterhead selects

the lowest unused channel, channel 4 in this case, and allocates

it to router 10. It is obvious, that after the second allocation, the

aggregate throughput is increased again with approximately

25%. The total improvement of the aggregate throughput by

deploying the on demand phase is approximately about 55%.

The effects of this dynamic channel assignment locally are

also clearly showed in Figure 3(b) and Figure 4. The packet

loss have nearly disappeared on link 2 → 12 and also reduced

on link 10 → 3. In general, the improvement has been not just

registered for these links but also for other links within this

cluster especially in cluster 1. As an expected consequence of

the reduction of packet loss on the links, we can notice the

increased throughput of other links too.

Furthermore the evolution of the aggregated throughput of

each cluster (Agg-Thr) shows that the on-demand approach

has good effects not only on the links for which there have

been assigned but also in the overall cluster (See Figure 4).

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented a novel approach for

dynamic channel assignment which is adaptive to the traffic

load. We have seen that through this on demand strategy of

allocation we can successfully respond to high packet losses

occurring due to heavy loads on some nodes. The approach

assigns new free channels for those heavy loaded nodes. The

registered improvement could not have been realized using

only a static assignment strategy, since it can not predict in any

way the expected load on the different links of the network.

We have also used a clustering strategy in order to simplify

and reduce the complexity of dynamic channel assignment

into local problems handled within clusters. The simulation

results show that by deploying our approach a significant

improvement in the aggregated throughput have been achieved.
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